
 
Staffordshire County Showground 

Weston Rd, 
Stafford 

ST18 0BD 
 

19th to 21st April 2019 
 

 
 
// The Event 
 
The Battle of Britain will take place at Staffordshire County Showground on Friday 19th, 
Saturday 20th and Sunday 21st April. 
 
All athletes from all divisions will compete on all 3 days. 
 
On Saturday and Sunday Teens & Intermediates will compete in the AM session and Masters 
& Rx will compete in the PM sessions. 
 
All athletes will complete 5 workouts before we cut some athletes for Event 6. This varies by 
division so please check the workouts on Competition Corner. 
(https://competitioncorner.net/events/1869) 
 
// Spectators 
 
Spectator tickets are still available from https://event.bookitbee.com/20003/battle-of-
britain-throwdown-2019 at a cost of £10 + booking fee. Your spectator ticket gets you 
access to the venue for the entire weekend. 
 
Spectators under 16 are free of charge providing they are accompanied by an adult. 
 
Tickets will be available on the door.  
 
// Venue 
 
The event is being held at: 
Staffordshire County Showground 
Weston Rd, 
Stafford 
ST18 0BD 
 
Upon arrival there will be car park marshalls to direct you, we have ample free car parking 
for everyone.  
 
 
// Catering 



 
There is a 200 seat restaurant inside the venue selling a selection of hot and cold food, 
snacks and drinks. 
 
We are also offering meal prep for athletes on a pre order basis – please contact Jane at Try 
Nutrition directly to order. 
 

 

   
  

   
  

Available Meals

  

Chicken Pasta Salad with peppers,
onions, sweetcorn and carrots.

   
  

  

Vegetable Pasta Salad with peppers, onions,
sweetcorn and carrots

 
  

  

Cajun chicken with peppers, onions, sweetcorn,

 
  

tomatoes, spinach, wholegrain rice and a wrap.
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Piri Piri beef strips with peppers, onions, sweetcorn,
tomatoes, spinach, wholegrain rice and a wrap.

Cajun Quorn or Tofu Chicken with peppers, onions,
sweetcorn, tomatoes, spinach, wholegrain rice and a wrap.

Singapore Salmon Noodles with onions
peppers and peas.
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Chicken Satay Skewers with
wholegrain rice. 35g 34g 11g 3907

   Peanut Butter Flapjacks x 2 5g 25g 10g 1768

   Banana Bread 8g 20g 5g 1869
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Fuelling you through
The Battle of Britain 2019
Order deadline is 24th March 2019

Only £4.50 per meal

ORDER TODAY
Order today by contacting Jane on the following number 07779313178
or email jane@trynutrition.fitness.

Payment Details
Account no 95504178 Sort code 09 01 28 reference your name and Box

EARLY BIRD
ORDERS

BOOK BEFORE
19TH MARCH

GET YOUR MEALS FOR
£3.75 EACH

£2 (per serving)

£2 (per serving)



 
 
// Merchadise 
 
Event merchandise order deadline Wednesday 3rd April 
 
Order here https://competitioncorner.net/events/1869/merchandise 
 
If you have already ordered merchandise it will be available to collect at the event. 

 
// Workouts 
 
Workouts can be seen at https://competitioncorner.net/events/1869 
 
// Heats  
 
Heat times will be published by 23:59 on Sunday 7th April but the schedule below should 
give you an idea of when your division will be completing each event. 
 
 
// Schedule 
 

 FRIDAY 

12:30 Registration open RX athletes 

14:00 Registration open other divisions 



13:30 Wod 1 brief RX - SF 

14:00 Registration open other divisions 

14:00 Workout 1 RX - 2pm to 7pm 

15:30 Workout 1 Other Divisions - 3:30pm to 5pm 

17:30 Intermediate / Teen Master / x3 RX Athlete Briefing for all Saturday events 

19:15 RX brief -Sat - all workouts 

20:00 Doors Close 

  

 SATURDAY 

07:30 Doors Open 

08:30 Workout 2 Teen / Intermediate - 8:30 to 09:55 

10:00 Workout 3 Teen / Intermediate - 10:00 to 11:50 

12:00 Workout 4 Teen / Intermediate - 12:00 to 13:30 

13:30 Teen / Intermediate Brief - all Sunday events 

  
13:30 Lunch 13:30 to 14:00 

  
14:00 Workout 2 Master / RX - 14:00 to 15:50 

15:55 Workout 3 Master / RX - 15:55 to 19:00 

20:00 Doors Close 

  

 SUNDAY 

07:30 Doors Open 

08:30 Workout 5 Teen / Intermediate - 8:30 to 10:10 

10:30 Workout 5 Teen / Intermediate - 10:30 to 11:50 

  
12:00 Lunch 12:00 to 12:45 

12:00 Master / RX Brief - all Sunday events 

12:30 Teen / Intermediate Podiums 

  
12:45 Workout 4 Master / RX - 12:45 to 14:30 

14:50 Workout 5 Master / RX - 14:50 to 16:40 

17:00 Workout 6 Master / RX - 17:00 to 18:00 

18:30 RX / Master Podiums 

19:00 Doors Close 
 



// Warm-up 
There will be a dedicated warm-up area but due to the large number of athletes competing 
this will only be available to athletes during the heat prior to their own. This will also ensure 
that athletes are ready to move onto the arena floor promptly for their heat – as you can 
see from the schedule we have a lot to get through on the day and timescales are tight. 
Please help us keep to schedule by arriving promptly for your heat/warm-up. There will be 
plenty of space available in the rest of the arena for bodyweight warm-up, stretching etc. 
but equipment will only be available in the designated area. 
 
If you have any issues on the day regarding judging, please address these to the head 
judges. Please note any disrespect or abuse of any of our judging team will result in 
immediate disqualification. 
 
// Movement Standards 
 
Row 
Athletes may adjust the damper as required during the workout but are not allowed to 
touch the monitor. Athletes must stayed seated until the monitor shows the required 
number of calories or distance have been completed. 
 
Burpees over fence 
At the bottom position of the burpee the Athlete’s chest and hips must touch the ground. 
Full extension over the fence is NOT required. There is no restriction on orientation to the 
fence, although they must stay within their taped area. Athletes may step out into the 
bottom of the movement, and step back in, if desired. 
 
Hang Snatch 
The complex begins with the barbell deadlifted to full extension before being lowered to the 
hang position. The barbell will then move from the hang position (low or high hang 
permitted). The repetition completes with the barbell at full lockout overhead with the hips, 
knees and arms fully extended, and the bar directly over the middle of the body. Athletes 
must complete a full snatch breaking parallel in the catch. If the bar touches the ground 
after the first rep the complex attempt is over. 
 
Clean 
Each repetition must start from the floor. Each repetition finishes with the bar racked on the 
shoulders and the elbows clearly in front of the bar with the hips and knees fully extended. 
Pausing in the hang position is not permitted. Athletes must complete a squat clean 
breaking parallel in the catch. 
 
Front squat 
With the barbell in a front rack position (elbows in front of the plane of the bar) the athlete 
must perform a full squat so that the hip crease passes below the plane of the knee at the 
bottom of the movement. At the top of the movement the hips and knees must be fully 
open. Bars must not be dropped from above the waist.  
 
Jerk 



Each rep begins with the barbell on the shoulders and finishes with the weight fully locked 
out overhead and over the middle of the body. There must be a rebend of the knee after 
the initial drive, if a split jerk is performed both feet should be brought back in line before 
the bar is lowered. 
 
Toes to bar 
In the toes-to-bar, the athlete must go from a full hang to having the toes touch the pull-up 
bar. Both feet must be in contact with the bar at the same time, inside the hands (but do 
not have to first make contact at the same moment). 
The arms and hips must be fully extended at the bottom and the feet must be brought back 
behind the bar and behind the body. 
 
Air Squat 
The athlete must perform a full squat so that the hip crease passes below the plane of the 
knee at the bottom of the movement. At the top of the movement the hips and knees must 
be fully open. 
 
Bar muscle up 
In the bar muscle-up, the athlete must begin with, or pass through, a hang below the bar 
with arms fully extended and the feet off the ground. Kipping the muscle-up is acceptable, 
but pull-overs, rolls to support and glide kips are not permitted. The heels may not rise 
above the height of the bar during the kip. At the top, athletes must have the 
elbows fully locked out while they maintain support above the bar with shoulders over or in 
front of the bar. 
Athletes must pass through some portion of a dip to lock out over the bar. Only the hands 
and no other part of the arm may touch the pull-up bar to assist athletes in completing the 
rep. Once on top, the hands must stay in contact with the bar, and athletes must maintain 
support with their arms. Removing the hands and resting while on top of the bar is not 
allowed. 
 
Box Jump Over 
This must be a two footed take off with both feet making contact with the box at the top of 
the movement, full extension is not required, athletes may step or jump off the box to 
complete the movement. 
 
1 ½ Legless Rope Climb 
Athletes may not use their feet to assist in the ascent or descent of the movement until such 
time as it is completed. The athlete must climb the rope and touch above a mark on the 
rope then lower themselves to another mark on the rope with both hands being visible 
below the mark, they must then reclimb touching above the first marker to complete the 
movement, once the movement is complete they may use their legs to lower themselves 
down in a controlled manner, athletes are not allowed to drop from the rope until they are 
below the lower rope marker. 
 
Rope Climb 
Athletes may use their feet to assist in the ascent and descent of the movement. The athlete 
must climb the rope and touch above a mark on the rope, they must then descen using their  



legs to lower themselves down in a controlled manner, athletes are not allowed to drop 
from the rope until they are below the lower rope marker. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Handstand Press-up: 
The setup for the HSPU is within a 1000mm x 600mm  box. During the movement, the hands 
must remain totally inside the box. Every repetition of the HSPU begins and ends at the top 
of a handstand with the arms fully locked out, the heels in contact with the wall, the hips 
open and the body in line with the arms. At the bottom of the movement the head must 
make contact with the floor. The feet do not need to remain in contact with the wall for the 
entire movement but must be in contact with the wall at completion of the rep.  
Male RX Athletes will perform the movement on 2 x 20kg bumper plates to create a deficit. 
Athletes may choose to scale the movement by kipping but they will score lower than any 
athlete who completes the movement strict as RX’d. 
 
Alternating Pistols 
The athlete must perform a single leg squat so that the hip crease passes below the plane of 
the knee at the bottom of the movement. At the top of the movement the hips and knees 
must be fully open before performing the next repetition on the other leg. In the event of a 
no rep the athlete must perform another squat on the same leg. 
 
Double Under 
This is a standard double-under in which the rope passes under the feet twice for each 
jump. The rope must spin forward for the rep to count. Only successful two footed jumps 
are counted. 
 
Sandbag Over Shoulder 
The movement begins with the athlete standing fully extended. The sandbag must clearly 
pass over the plane of the athletes shoulder. At the top of the movement the hips and knees 
must be fully open before performing the next repetition. 
 
Chest to Bar Pull-up 
Dead hang, kipping or butterfly pull-ups are allowed, as long as all the requirements are 
met. The arms must be fully extended at the bottom. At the top, the chest (below clavicle) 
must make contact with the bar. 
 
Farmers Carry 



The athlete must carry the objects between two points, the objects must fully pass the 
finish point line for the rep to be counted. 
 
Burpee Dumbell Power Clean 
At the bottom position of the burpee the Athlete’s chest and hips must touch the ground 
whilst holding the dumbells. Each repetition finishes with the dumbell racked on the 
shoulders and the elbows clearly in front of the dumbell with the hips and knees fully 
extended. Athletes may step out into the bottom of the movement, and step back in, if 
desired. 
 
Sled Drag 
The athlete must drag the sled between two points, the sled must fully pass the finish point 
line for the rep to be counted. 
 
 
 
Handstand Walk 

The athlete must start with the hands (entire hand, including palm and fingers) behind the 
start line denoting the start of the segment being attempted. When kicking up, stepping 
across the line or landing with the hands on or over the line constitutes a no rep. Athletes 
must walk forward.  
If the athlete comes down at any time, the athlete must restart from the last increment 
completed. Both hands, including palms and fingers, must touch the ground in front of the 
finish line Athletes must handstand walk across the line and may not jump both hands over 
the line to finish a section.  

 
Dumbell Thrusters 
This is a standard dumbell thruster in which the dumbell moves from the bottom of a front 
squat to full lock out overhead. The dumbells being in the rack position. The hip crease must 
pass below the plane of the knee. The dumbells must come to full lockout overhead with 
the hips, knees and arms fully extended, and the dumbells directly over the shoulders and 
feet to complete the movement. Dumbells must be lowered to the ground to avoid a no 
rep. 
 
 
Ski Erg 
Athletes may adjust the damper as required during the workout but are not allowed to 
touch the monitor. Athletes must hold the handles until the monitor shows the required 
number of calories or distance have been completed. 
 
Squat Clean 
Each repetition must start from the floor. Each repetition finishes with the bar racked on the 
shoulders and the elbows clearly in front of the bar with the hips and knees fully extended. 
Pausing in the hang position is not permitted. The hip crease must pass below the plane of 



the knee during the movement, this can be achieved by a muscle clean, or power clean, 
followed by a front squat. 
 
Press Up 
The movement starts and ends with arms and hips locked out. Shoulders and hips should 
lower in line and the chest must touch the floor before returning to the start position.  
 
Dumbell Box Step Up 

For every repetition of the dumbbell box step-up, the athlete starts with both feet on the 
ground and faces the box. With the dumbbell supported in any position but not resting on 
the leg, the athlete must step to the top of the box. Only the athlete’s feet may make 
contact with the box. If the athlete is holding the dumbbell with one hand, the free hand 
may not push into the legs during the step-up. The rep is complete when both of the 
athlete’s feet are on the top of the box and the hips and knees are fully extended. Athletes 
must alternate legs to start each step.  

Pull-up 
This is a standard pull-up. Dead hang, kipping or butterfly pull-ups are allowed, as long as all 
the requirements are 
met. The arms must be fully extended at the bottom. At the top, the chin must break the 
horizontal plane of the bar. 
 


